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Sports arena needs location, financing
10N1 GRAHAM
Last of series
Special to the Daily
The county sports arena must clear two obstacles before construction
begins, according to Santa Clara County Supervisor Dom Cortese.
The Board of Supervisors must approve a site location and the terms of
financing, he said.
Several sites are being considered by the board. The cites of San Jose. Santa
Clara, Mountain View and Milpitas all have made their bids for the project.
San loses site was the original proposal and the one on which the Stanford
Research Institute based its $18,000 feasibility study.
It’s located on 60 acres of land, bounded by Trimble Road on the northwest,
Guadalupe River on the west, Bayshore Freeway on the south and San JoseAlviso Road (North First Street) on the northeast. Located across Bayshore
Freeway from San Jose Airport, part of the property is county land and part
within San Jose city limits.
Tony Ridder, business manager of the San Jose Mercury -News and
chairman of the Santa Clara County Sports Arena Committee, recently denied

Arena campaign;

inquiry into funds
Editor’s note: Because of a
technical error, a considerable
segment of yesterday’s part in the
Spartan Daily’s series on San Jose’s
sports arena was not published. The
Daily regrets this oversight and
presents the missing information in
the following separate article.
The campaign for the sports arena
was an extensive one. Local radio
stations ran spot advertisements for
the arena, eye-catching billboards
were strategically placed throughout
the county, and the Mercury -News
allotted space for promoting the
arena. Editorials ran often prior to
election, arguing the county needs a
sports arena.
According to state law, the election
code requires: not later "than 35 days
after a measure has qualified for the
ballot by the Secretary of State, the
proponents shall, under penalty of
perjury, file a statement of receipts
and expenses..."
The code also provides that every
"statement of receipts and
itemized,
expenses.. shall
be
detailed, and verified. Statements
relating to measures voted on at
county elections shall be filed in the
office of the county clerk of the
county where the election is held."
Every statement of receipts and
expenses is required by law to show
the name and address of each person,
firm, or corporation that has contribued $25 or more.
Copies of statements furnished to
the county clerks are kept on file and

are open to public inspection.
The Santa Clara County Sports
Arena did not file a statement. The
only statement filed at this writing is
one showing $1,007.50 contributed
by the Bank of America, according to
the County Clerk’s office.
All information concerning campaign expenditures, financing and
related information is disseminated
through Tony Ridder’s office.
When asked how much the
Mercury-News contributed to the
campaign, Ridder (business manager
of the Mercury -News and chairman
of the sports arena committee) recently replied, "I honestly don’t know."
But, when asked two days later
whether the Mercury -News did in
fact contribute $27,000 to the campaign (according to Daniel Hill, of
Darrion, Russell and Hill advertising
agency, the agency that handled the
arena campaign) Ridder retorted,
"That’s not correct, we spent only 12
and a half thousand!"
According to Hill, the total
newspaper advertising campaign
amounted to $12,762.58. In addition,
the Mercury -News ran the aforementioned editorials and a series of frontpage endorsements.
In a subsequent interview, Ridder
claimed a new statement has been
filed, but the county clerk has not yet
received it. He revealed the new total
of campaign expenditures amounted to $41,000, almost $40,000
more than the previous statement.
Ridder wasn’t asked and didn’t offer
any explanation for the discrepancy.

any financial interests in the project and emphasized he resented any such implication despite the fact San Iose’s site (the one he endorses) is adjacent
Ridder property and the Mercury -News plant.
According to statistics supplied by the County Assessors Office, the total
market value of the Kidder land holdings in the area is $7,241,560. Boise Cascade owns most of the land on the site and recently revealed it is available for
$25,000 an acre.
Asked what effect a sports arena would have upon the market value of
surrounding land and industry, Ronald Beardslee, of Coldwell Banker and
Company realtors, claimed, "It would definitely be a plus."
The Rider family owns controlling shares in two sports franchises (the
Minnesota Vikings professional football team and the Minnesota North Stars
professional ice hockey team). Ridder is an admitted ice hockey enthusiast.
too.
Asked whether he or anyone in his family would be interested in purchasing
the Seals franchise and bringing it to San Jose if the opportunity ever
presented itself, Ridder replied, "I personally would rather not get involved
unless there was no other way to get the team to play in San Jose.
"Besides." he said, "one of my cousins owns the Minnesota North Stars and

By LEE DICKASON
Sporting sunglasses, a tan, and
carrying a six pack of beer, Rolling
Stone National Affairs editor Hunter
Thompson yesterday hurled
personal attacks against many
national figures, including Thomas
Eagleton, Hubert Humphrey and
Sargent Shriver.
Thompson used such epithets as
"rotten and opportunistic" when
referring to Sen. Eagleton in his
speech to 200 people in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Many in the audience complained,
however, however, that Thompson
was incoherent. He consumed at least
four beers during the course of his
talk.
No speech prepared
Thompson had no prepared speech,
instead opening the floor to questions
from the audience about "politics,
drugs, journalism or whatever."
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Some meat eaters
ignore boycott
Students on the San Jose State
University campus range from active
participants
to reluctant
nonparticipants in the national meat
boycott.
According to Frank LaTour, food
service manager of the residence
halls dining commons, there has been
"no reduction in volume" of meat
being taken by students in food lines.
"In theory, we can support the
boycott, but we have no other
choice," said Paul Besse in reference
to the fact that money is already paid
by residence hall students to eat
what is served.
LaTour explained however, that
the cafeteria has always given the
student a choice between meat and
fish or poultry items as main courses.
Gordon Graham, business major,
views the boycott as a "good idea in
voicing consumer action," but since
his food has already been paid for,
said it "wouldn’t do any good" to
boycott dining commons meat. Other
dining common students interviewed
had similar feelings.

t

Questions centered on Thompson’s
experience with the 1972 presidential
campaign.
In response to a question about
Eagleton. Thompson commented,
"I’m a little prejudiced against
himhe got away with making
McGovern look like a creep. What he
should have done all alonghe knew
it and everybody else knew itwas
quit. But what he did instead was
into
McGovern
blackmail
guaranteeing his mental health."
Despite his apparent incoherency,
many in the audience found
Thompson’s speech interesting. A
few left, claimed they could not
understand him.
’Shrives was no better’
According to Thompson,
McGovern’s next running mate,
Sargent Shriver, was no better than
Eaglet on.
"All the people in the press corps

Out of the proposed 60 acres, Ridder mentioned the facility itself would take
up seven acres, the remaining 53 would be devoted to parking and
landscaping.
Both of Santa Clara’s proposed sites are adjacent to the I.200-acre area
planned as the location of actor F’ess Parker’s Frontier Worlds theme park
(which recently became Marriott’s Great America theme park).
All three of these proposed sites are located on agricult oral land which will
have to be rezoned for industrial development if an arena is built. ’rhe arena
itself is expected to foster related commerce for the community.
For example, County Public Works Director James Pott proposed North
First Street be widened to six lanes, and Trimble Road widened, and additional ramps added at North First and Bayshore, it San Jose’s site is approved. He also suggested Guadalupe Freeway be extended across Bayshore
to the arena site.
The San Jose Chamber of Commerce favors such development, because it
means an increase in tax revenues. (See page 3)
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Rolling Stone editor
criticizes po icians
I

I’m not sure whether one family can own more than one team (in a given
sport)."

and McGovern’s men had a name for
Shriverthey called him Yo Yo. It
was so open they’d say, ’What’s YoYo
going to do today’ or ’Where’s YoYo
going to speak today," the writer
said.
Thompson’s speech was sponsored
by the Associated Students who paid
him $600 including travel expenses.
for his time on campus.
Responding to another question,
Thompson explained his view of the
Watergate bugging incident.
"Muskie polled high at the beginning of the campaign. The Nixon
people felt that if a weird guy like
Muske could poll like a competent
and viable challenger, then they were
really in trouble. They felt they had
to do something drastic," said
Thompson.
The political writer has recently
completed a book on his 1972
presidential campaign experiences,
"Fear and Loathing on the Campaign
Trail."
Senator in 1974?
He says he has not completely
given up on the electoral process, and
is considering running for senator
from Colorado in 1974.
Thompson claims however, that
the Democratic party is finished in
the United States.
"It has served its purpose," he said.
"There is no reason for it to exist.
Who does it represent? Not me, not
labor, just the party workers."
The Rolling Stone writer claims
Hubert Humphrey is a "crooked
politician." "There’s no way to come
down hard enough on Humphrey.
"Humphrey would pat one child on
the head, then turn and kick another
one out of the way," Thompson said.
Likens himself to Tom Wolfe
Thompson has been described as
one of the "new journalists." He
likened his writing to Tom Wolfe’s
(author of the "Electric Kool-Aid
Acid Test") calling it "subjective
writing."
"There’s a hell of a split between
Associated Press journalism and
subjective journalism. That’s the
difference between what journalism
is and the way it should be."
Thompson claimed.
When asked to sum up his feelings
on the 1972 campaign, Thompson
said McGovern couldn’t have won
anyway since the country has swung
so far to the right.

Manager LaTour said a boycott of
meat at his cafeteria wouldn’t effect
his profit in the least.
The effect of the boycott on
Student Union cafeteria has taken a
different slant.
According to Edgar Niethold, food
service manager, his sales of hamburger patties was only one third
that of the normal Monday through
Wednesday sales. "We’re selling
more salads, yogurts and non -meat
items," he said.
"Surprisingly we’re keeping total
sales up," he went on to say,
explaining that the boycott hasn’t
hurt his overall business at all.
the overall effect of the meat
boycott in lowering prices was
voiced by Judy Garcia, director of the
Consumer Switchboard on campus.
"I think it’s going to make the consumer aware. This is the first time
middle America has been aware of
consumer prices going up. They
themselves have the power to make a
change," she said. She went on to say
that America is more concerned
about the meat boycott than about
the Vietnam war, because it hit them
much closer.
No student questioned was against
the meat boycott in principle.
One student who was found eating
a hamburger said, "I’m in favor of the
boycott." When asked why he was
eating meat, he said that he was simply hungry for meat, but due to his
pocketbook, would go back "to the
same old trip of vegetables and fish."

Model Cities
head arrested
Wayne Tereo Howard, project
manager for the Model Cities
Emergency Housing Program, has
been arrested in Honolulu, Hawaii by
police officials acting on a warrant
issued by the San Jose Police.
In
a seven -count complaint,
Howard is accused of embezzlement
of public funds, forgery, auto theft,
and fictitious check writing.
Howard disappeared March 9
when city auditors began checking
into the operations of his office. He
was arraigned on Tuesday.

Sociology coed
fatally injured
in 2 -story fall
A 20 -year-old San (use State
University coed died early yesterday
morning from injuries sustained in a
fall late Wednesday night.
Linda Ann Johnson, 12 S. Fifth St.,
a junior sociology major, fell to her
death at 680 S. Eighth St. Police have
listed the death as accidental but are
investigating the causes of the fall.
Det. Sgt. Larry Demkowski of the
San Jose Police Department, said the
exact cause of death could not be
determined until an autopsy was
performed. Sgt. Demkowsky said
Miss Johnson suffered two broken
wrists and severe head injuries in the
fall.
Del. Sgt. Bill Wittmann, San Jose
Police Department, said the coroner
reported Miss Johnson’s injuries indicated she fell from a height of 10 to
15 feet, approximately the height of
the second floor.
A neighbor, John Giberson, 670 S.
Eighth St., said his roommate, Frank
Sanders, 19, found Miss Johnson
lying on the driveway at approximately 11 Wednesday night.
Giberson said he heard no noise or
screams before Sanders came home.

Curious weather (no rein) draws
lawn -flappers In curious poses. Scott
Mobley enjoys being crucified by the
sun.

Treasurer truancy
prompts A.S. case
By GEORGE REDE
Managing Editor
Prompted by the continuing failure
of A.S. Treasurer Andy McDonald to
appear at the Budget Committee’s
twice -weekly meetings, other
members of the committee voted
Tuesday to present a case to the AS.
Judiciary.
The question of "whether any
member of this committee may appoint a representative to serve on the
committee in his or her place with full
voting rights" will be taken today to
the judiciary.
The judiciary, just put at full
strength last month with six student
and three faculty members, convenes
at 2 p.m. in the A.S. Business Office
conference room.
Referral agent Don DuShane, assistant dean of student services,
received the case yesterday from
student government adviser Louie
Barozzi, a member of the budget committee.
It was Barozzi who moved to refer
the case after some discussion of the
legality of McDonald’s designee
being able to vote.
Graduate student Rolf Rudestam
has represented McDonald during
committee deliberations, which are
held Tuesday and Thursday
mornings to screen funding requests
from A.S. Council, but was not
present at Tuesday’s meeting.
He was present, however, at
yesterday’s meeting, along with
McDonald, who had previously
attended just one meetingthe first
onesince
the body began
deliberating March 20.
Rudestam sat mutely during
yesterday’s session while McDonald
took an active part, questioning A.S.
Program Board Ted Gehrke during
his presentation to the committee.
McDonald, at the first meeting,
presented to A.S. councilman Greg
English, committee chariman, a letter

explaining his reason for not attending. That letter was unavailable to
the Daily.
Confronted in the A.S. offices
following the Tuesday meeting,
McDonald had "no comment"
regarding his reasons for not attending.
He said, "No," he would probably
not attend future meetings, adding,
as he left the office, "I won’t be a hatchet man for anybody."
Barozzi, asked Wednesday what
McDonald’s comment could mean,
said, "I can only speculate. I think
he’s had trouble throughout the year
as to whether he is an autonomous
person or part of Dennis King’s administration."
A.S. Pres. King, a committee
member who at first wanted to
resolve the issue outside of the
judiciary, said Wednesday he, too,
could only guess at the meaning of
McDonald’s statement.
"There’s a wide variety of reasons,
all of which are not very
clearunless he’s thinking in terms
of budgets and hearings. I can only
assume it’s got something to do with
that," King said.
He added McDonald was "not
dropping out," pointing to his attendance at weekly A.S. Business Office meetings.

Credential
filing
Today is t tic iast day for
students to file to receive their
elementary or secondary teaching
credentials in June.
Students wishing to file or those
who have any questions regarding
their folders, should go to the
credentials office in Ed. 219.

NW"

Editorial

Decent place to live
for Alviso residents
For four years Alviso residents
have been trying to regain their
city status and boundary lines
lost in a consolidation election
with San Jose five years ago.
Why?
Because for the same number of
years Alvisans have tried to get
San Jose to pay for needed capital
improvements. These include
paving the streets, installing
street lights and storm drains,
and ridding the area of mosquito
breeding sites.
San Jose has replied to these requests by paying the costs for a
book mobile to go to Alviso and
for six police officers to patrol the
area, and by building a fire
department and a sewage
treatment plant for San Jose (the
reason for Alviso’s consolidation.)
Why won’t San Jose let Alviso
go?
It starts with a suit filed in 1960
by Alviso resident Jess Conales,
claiming that outsiders voted in
and
the consolidation elect
that their votes changed the
outcome. The suit won, a mistrial
was declared and it is now in the
Appellate Courts.

According to city attorney
Ferdinand Palla, if San Jose loses
the suit, which would, in essence,
"dis-consolidate" Alviso, then
each council member could be
held personally liable for the
money spent. There is no court
precedent, but as Patio has said
innumerable times, "there is a
risk."
To date, $1,927,463 has been
spent in Alviso. If the suit is lost,
each council member will have to
pay $275,351.85.
Would it really make much
difference at this point to go
ahead and spend additional
money to make repairs?
As part of San Jose, aren’t
Alvisans entitled to the right to
drive down their streets without
putting their wheels out of
alignment because of the holes?
Aren’t their children worthy of
the privilege to stand on dry land
while waiting for a school bus?
Don’t Alvisans, as people, have
the right to live in an area free of
pestilence?
Come on, San Jose, you got your
sewage plant. Now give Alvisans
a decent place to live.
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Magee’s right to rebel
-.......--------- Shelley .1ohnoton
In 1968, Huey Newton’s trial
made revolutionaries realize that
defending political prisoners required the staunch support of the
people. It brought to light the
necessity for taking political
cases out of the man’s courts and
bringing them in to the streets.
Using that strategy, Huey was
finally freed; the same happened
with Angela, Billy Smith, the
Berrigan Bros, Los Siete, etc.
The recent case of Ruchell
Magee
took
revolutionary
defense to the highest level yet.
His actions in court and his
political defense outside the court
have shown that he understands
how much justice he can expect
from a racist court system and
that he has complete faith and
trust in the people.
He showed his understanding
of the court system by refusing to
recognize their authority to
prosecute him. Ruchell showed
his trust in the people by making

sure that the main political points
of his case, such as his right to
rebel, were brought out to us.
Anyone who didn’t clearly lay
those points out was not allowed
to work on his case.
It was in response to Ruchell’s
political defense that Moses
Shepherd refused to find him
guilty of anything. As a Black
man, he saw that it was in his
interest, and in the interests of
the Black nation to support
Ruchell’s right. as a slave to rebel.
We have scored a partial victory in this case. It won’t be a
complete victory until Ruchell
and all people are free.
Free all political prisoners!

Comments

Bumper sticker sticks
"I’m proud to be an American."
That’s how the bumper-sticker
in front glared back at me as I
waited in a long line of traffic.
There was very little else in the
way of things to do at the time,
and I couldn’t help but read it
several times.
I was somewhat amazed at the
anger I felt about the driver’s who
put that type of thing on their car.
"Good Americans" have been
stereotyped as being Christians.
Seems it would be easy for that
"good American," to recall simple
words to the effect:
"You must not be like the
hypocrites: for they love to stand
and pray in the synagogues and
street corners, that they may be
seen by men."
Just as I was warming up for a
great staff comment, seething
with indignation at that bumpersticker, something struck me.
A staff comment writer has little room or right to fume against
pomposity like that.
Why in fact do we force 10,000

Comments

’Hood of protection’ for newsmen
"I’m sorry, son. I’d like to
answer your questions, but I’m
afraid that the way things are and
all...Well, you know what 1 mean.
I can’t risk what might happen."
"But sir, it’s only a classified
ad."
Intentional absurdity granted,
but situations not withstanding,
this could very well be satirical
irony on the future of journalism
in America.
"The way things are and all"
refers to the immunity, or lack of
it, that newsmen must face in our
nation today. They, as a whole,

Bicycle rip -off
I’ve wanted a new 10 speed for
the past two years and I finally
received one for my birthday.
What a joke! I’m really into
riding my bike but the reason for
getting it was so that I could ride
it to school.
I’m actually afraid to! That is
such a sick and pessimistic attitude but much more realistic
than not.
Being afraid to ride it to school
is one thing and knowing many
people who have gotten their
bikes ripped off is another.
I’m a student like everyone else
on this campus and none of us is
rich. So why do people take from
those who have no more than they
do?
I didn’t always hold this
viewpoint until I was sick and
tired of making excuses for stolen
tape decks, bikes, and suede coats
I’ve lost along with thousands of
others.
Help the majority in keeping
what they have. If you do see
someone ripping off a bike, yell at
them or at least react. Chances of
you scaring them off are greater
than them threatening you.
Paula Dorian

must labor under fear of
contempt charges for refusing to
reveal their sources of information.
Confidential sources of information have been a mainstay
of the Fourth Estate since its
inception. Think of the numerous
scandals and corrupt practices
that have been exposed by an
enterprising newsman because a
"cog in the machinery" was not
afraid to talk to the newspapers.
It is common knowledge that
the narcotics bureau of a large far
western city was allowed to have
a hooded "narc" testify before a
court in order to gain a conviction.
The hood, it was reasoned by
the court, was essential to allow
this policeman to continue his
work as a vital confidant for the
police. Therefore, if his identity
were to become known, his effectiveness as a "narc," as well as his
life, might be in danger.
The correlation between that
and the lack of a complete shield
law for the press becomes
strikingly similar when you consider the circumstances.
In the case of former Los
Angeles Herald -Examiner
reporter Bill Farr, he was
protected under the California
shield law, as long as he was a
member of the "working press."
However, once this "hood of
protection" was removed from
Farr (i.e. he left his job with the
Herald -Examiner), he was subpoenaed by the court and
instructed to reveal his sources
concerning a story he wrote about
hte Charles Manson trial. He
refused and was convicted of
contempt.
Had Farr been working for the
police, and not the press, would
he have been allowed to keep
silent? A theoretical question,
but one that should be answered.
Had the individual that Farr
talked with known that he might

have to wait until Farr either died
or got another job with the press,
he might have thought twice
before talking to him...and kept a
vitally important story from the
reading public.
Do the courts have the right to
regulate the press, or is there
freedom of the press, as written in
the Constitution? Until this country has a complete shield law for
the press (emphasis on complete),
or this state for that matter, the
Fourth Estate will have to labor
under an uneccesary burden, one
that could someday spell the end
of press freedom in America.
Paul Stewart

Minority Herltage
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Nisei battalion fights for U.S.
----Joyce Vamashlta

.......0

During World War II, most
young recruits came straight
from their American hometowns
to join the service.
But in 1943, the American men
who flocked to sign up for a
newly formed Army regimental
combat team came from Hawaii
and continental U.S. desert
concentration camps.
The 442d Regimental Combat
Team, reserved for enlisted men
of Japanese ancestry, was destined to become the most highly
decorated unit of its size and
length of service in U.S. military
history.
The Combat Team, composed
of the 442d Infantry Regiment,
the 522d Field Artillery Battalion,
and the 232d Combat Engineer
Company were awarded more
than 4,000 individual medals (including approximately 3,800
Purple Hearts), and 10 unit
awards.
The 442d, which later merged
with another Japanese -American

100th Battalion, was cited for its
"daring" take-over of firmly established German army positions
in Serravezza, Carrara, and Fosdinovo, Italy, despite heavy
casualties.
The fighting Nisei (second generation Japanese -Americans)
were re-classified as citizens and
had restored to them the rights
and duties of citizenship which
had been taken away from them
after Pearl Harbor.
But
perhaps the most
courageous act the Nisei
performed was leaving their
families and friends behind in
"relocation centers," to prove
loyalty and to serve a country
that had looked upon them with
suspicion and hate.
Among the veterans of the 442d
was war hero Hawaiian Sen.
Daniel K.Inouye. He received the
Distinguished Service Cross for
actions resulting in the take-over
of a German-held ridge during the
Italy campaign. Inouye lost his

arm during the battle.
In his autobiography, he delves
into the feelings which prompted
him, and probably the majority of
the Nisei, into fighting for a country that had locked up the
Japanese people.
Remembering those traumatic
days, Inouye wrote: "I can see
how my need to become totally
involved in the war effort sprang
from that invidious sense of guilt.
In actual fact, of course, we had
nothing to feel guilty about, and
all rational men understood this.
And still, I knew of no American
of Japanese descent who didn’t
carry this special burden, and
who didn’t work doubly hard
because of it."
Apparently, Inouye was right
because when the Army finally
permitted Niseis to volunteer for
the service, more than 10,000 men
showed ’ up at their draft
boardsor approximately 80 per
cent of all qualified males of
military age.

readers to such potential
nonsense as berating some
bumpkin for putting an obnoxious sticker on his bumper?
I suppose that the answer can
be found in that short, irritating
bumper-sticker.
Though staff comments, and
more importantlyletters to the
editor from readersmay lack
objectivity, hopefully they can at
least provoke thought. And that’s
not too bad of a goal.
Mike Mitchell

Women’s rights
Many women today are crying
out, demanding that men respect
them,
and
give
them
independence and equality.
Yet many of these women also
want to be helpless at times, letting men open doors for them and
so forth. They want to be up on a
pedestal, but also desire equality.
How co,ntradictory! For how
can women be on equal terms
with men if they allow men to
think for them or perform
functions for them?
It is difficult to respect
someone who is helpless.
Women
who
want
independence and equality
should try being a little
independent themselves. Instead
of sitting home and watching
soap operas, they should find activities they feel are worthwhile
and pursue them.
By developing a sense of identity through work outside the
home or through other interests,
women will become more interesting people with a self-respect
that will cause men to respect
them.
Women who abandon their
careers when they marry are not
only cheating themselves, but
their husbands as well. When
they quit, they often expect their
husbands to "bring the world
home to them." And, they become
less interesting as people.
They often feel their husbands
will be everything to them, that
marriage will make their lives
complete. Yet most men don’t
expect this, for they have careers
and other interests outside the
home.
Women who learn there’s more
to marriage than having babies,
living through their husbands,
and giving up their identities, are
more apt to achieve equality.
Debbie Tenni
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Letters to the Editor
Vietnam situation
Editor:
This is in response to the article
written by David Binger in Wednesday’s Spartan Daily.
It is not surprising that you are quick
to lay blame on lane Fonda and Ramsey
Clark, David. It’s easy to see you are in
sympathy with the imperialist aggressors who prop up fascist dictators to
destroy the land and lives of peoples
who struggle for self-determination and
a cooperative life. If they’re so nice, why
do they have such a hard time convincing their citizens?
The government of South Vietnam is
so popular that villages as close as 30
miles to Saigon were "defecting" to communist status while General Thieu was

ordering the display of patriotism over a
loudspeaker.
Thieu’s "overwhelming" support is
one of fearful silence. Those who dare to
be without his flag in their homes know
the penalty as they have seen it before.
And what about those peace
agreement violations by the South?
Oops! I guess David forgot to tell you
about those violations. Saigon promised
to release many political prisoners to
the NLF, but they suddenly became
"criminal" prisoners. Did you hear
about the ones that were turned loose on
the streets to be hunted ’down and assassinated, David?
You are correct in your disgust with
torture. Inhumane treatment is
inexcusable, even as revenge. Does
living with the burning pain of napalm
sound torturous? And what about those

unfortunates who spend months dying
with bits of plastic explosives scattered
throughout their bodieswith no hope
of removal by operation? What of the
horrors below that go unwitnessed by
our pilots with their impersonal advantage of technology?
As long as the attitudes you hold
permeate our culture, there will be
future My Leis and Wounded Knees
and the long term policy of U.S.
genocide they represent.
Are these issues worth ending
interference in Indochina? As long as
people like you continue to promote
slaughter, the cause is worthwhile.
The noble minority of Americans who
oppose your views must stand up and
make their feelings known, feelings
such as we support humanity and that

we will continue to do so until the
disease of ignorance is wiped out.
Glenn Zappulla

News for faculty
Editor:
Your report of last week’s meeting of
the State University trustees brought
the faculty some good news and some
bad news. Let’s face the bad news first.
Parking fees will go up by more than 15
per cent.
Now let’s enjoy the good news. A
recommendation may eventually bring
a pay boost of .3 per cent for assistant
professors and as much as a 1.1 per cent
boost for other professors.
Richard S. Mitchell

All signed articles on the
Daily Forum page reflect only
the opinion of the individual
writer. Editorials represent the
majority opinion of the
editorial board.
Readers are invited to write
letters to the editor. For quick,
full publication, letters should
be short, preferably one
typewritten pogo, doublespaced on a 55-space line. All
letters must be signed with
name, student card number,
address and phone fo;
verification. We will not pun
anonymous letters.
The maximum length for
letters is 400 words, about 15
column inches.
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News Review

By IAN GUSTINA
Compiled from TM Assocfated Press
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D.An agreement has been reached
between government negotiators and Indians who took over
Wounded Knee 37 days ago.
The agreement, which was scheduled to be signed late
yesterday, ends six straight days of negotiations. Details of the
pact were not yet available.
A government official said talks adjourned Wednesday when
disagreement arciee on minor legal terminology in the final point
on a 10-point list of Indian demands. The agreement was imminent when the snag was resolved yesterday.
torn Chenault

Ed Koupal, founder of People ’s Lobby, speaks at SJSU

Thieu wants no more military aid

Food chain reduces meat prices
Grand Union Co. of New York, the nation’s tenth largest food
chain, said yesterday it would reduce meat prices for the
remainder of April. The announcement marked the first largescale move in favor of the meat boycott supporters.
Grand Union said it would trim prices per pound on all cuts of
fresh beef, pork, lamb and veal at least 10 cents below the ceiling
imposed by Pres. Nixon last week.
But at the same time the government announced a 2.2 per cent
serge in wholesale prices for March, led by a 4.6 per cent jump in
the wholesale costs of farm products and processed foods.

POWs may receive tax exemption
SACRAMENTOState income tax exemption for prisonersof
war and families of California servicemen still missing in action
received a 68-0 vote of approval in the Assembly yesterday.
The bill, AB 115, was sent to Gov. Reagan’s desk yesterday. It
would exclude MIA families from the state inheritance tax and
exempt the income of POWs during the time they were in prison
camps.
About 300 California families could be affected.

Former used car
seller fights smog
By LINDA MALIJGO
Ed Koupal did not register to
vote until he was 35-years-old.
Now, nine years later, he is one
of the most politically active
people in California.
Before his entrance into the
world of political activism,
Koupal made a very good
living selling used cars. Now
People’s Lobby, the group he
founded in 1968, is fighting to
make those cars comply to
strict
anti -pollution standards.
It all began for Koupal and
his wife, Joyce, in 1984, when
they moved into a spacious
ranch house in Roseville, a
suburb of Sacramento.
"We found that we were
paying for sewers, sidewalks
and streets that we didn’t
have," said Koupal. "The
developer had set up a special
deal so that the houses that did

Academic Council
candidates may file
By JOANNE GRIBBLE
The Academic Council has
been described as "a
the
for
rubberstamp
Chancellor" and "a chance for
students to deal with their
destiny."
Which is it? Any student
interested in membership to
the 130-member body may file
his candidacy today to run in
the A.S. election, scheduled
for April 25 and 28. Applications are available in the
A.S. office on the third level of
the S.U.
"We are a better university
when we have student input
on campus policies," said Dr.
Ted Benedict, dean of
academic planning.
"Students are as effective as
any member of the council
would be effectiveby doing
homework, speaking out, and
attending the meetings."
Six other members of the
Academic Council felt
similarly.
"Students on the Academic
Council speak when they have
something to say," said Dr.
Charles Porter. professor of
biology and faculty representative to the council. "Faculty
members often talk when they
have nothing to say."
Administrators respectful
A.S. Pres. Dennis King, ex
officio member of the council.
said. "When the students on
the Academic Council speak,
the faculty and administrators
are courteous and respectful.
They don’t pat us on the head."
He also said, however, that
because the Academic Council
is not as exciting as student
council, students often lose
interest, or are not interested
in the first place.
This loss of interest on the
part of students is a problem
noted by many of those
interviewed.
"Sure students are effective." said Dr. David Elliot.
chairman of both the
Academic Council and the
Speech -Communications
department.
"But they hurt themselves
and the entire college community when they don’t follow
through and avail themselves
of the opportunities the council provides.
"It destroys the notion of
community on the council
we’re trying so hard to maintain," he said.
Council criticised
Student member Ted
had a slightly
Weisgal
different notion about the
students role on the Academic
Council.
"The Academic Council is
made up mostly of faculty
members willing to compromise their values,- he said.
It operates according to the

wishes of the Chancellor’s office and John Bunzel."
He went on, "Students are
expected to act as catalysts
and advocates, but instead we
must be willing to be
rubberst amps. I guess we are a
thorn in the side of the council
and the president."
How can students be most
effective on the Academic
Council?
Input needed
"They can be most effective," according to Porter,
"when they attend the
meetings and have input into
the deliberations. Their
knowledge of parliamentary
procedure can help them use
the rules to their best advantage."
Committee work is the key,
according to Dr. Richard
of
dean
Whitlock,
undergraduate studies.
"Students must know about
the time commitment," he
stressed, "which is much more
than just the Academic Council meetings themselves. There
are also many committee
meetings, where much of the
important work is done."
According to the council’s
organization, nine standing
committees exist, having at
least one student member.
l’hey are supplemented by a
multitude of operating committees. to which many
interested college community
members may belong without
being members of the council
itself.
meet
committees
These
separately from the main
deliberative body of the council to hammer out policy
recommendations and go over
reports and data, and eventually make their presentations and suggestions to the
main body.
Attendance at this point is
very crucial, Porter said.
"By coming to the meetings
the student members can have
nput into their committees
and be able In protect their 11C -

lions in committee during the
main meeting."
Advice to candidates
Students running for the
Academic Council seats (eight
from a total of 60) should keep
these things in mind, according to Weisgal.
"Don’t be worried about
making mistakes and don’t get
intimidated by the faculty or
administrators, and they’ll
really try to intimidate you.
"Push for the reforms you
think are necessary," he went
on, "and research and
document your findings.
Initiate your ideas early in the
year."’
Be prepared to learn about
the power structure, Whitlock
said, not only on this campus
but around the state.

Free home
for SJSU
travelers
San lose State University
students
planning trips
abroad this summer can find
free living accomodations if
they are willing to host foreign
travelers in exchange.
This is possible through
joining the University
Travelers
Club.
an
international
non-profit
organization originated and
staffed by University of
California, Berkeley students.
According to Karen A.R. van
Haeften, director, all members
receive
directories
listing
persons worldwide who wish
to exchange travel iii
commodat ions.
Those interested then contact each other to make individual arrangements.
More information. may be
obtained by writing the club,
P.O. Boo 9147. Berkeley, Cal

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
PARKIN(’
I UNE OP
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Arena faces hurdles
of financing,location

Wounded Knee
pact announced

WASHINGTONSouth Vietnamese Pres. Nguyen Van Thieu
said yesterday he will never ask U.S. troops to return to Vietnam
to help defend his country.
However, he made it very clear that he would like the U.S. and
other countries to aid the reconstruction of South Vietnam.
Thieu gave his monetary aid requests to Pres. Nixon in San
Clemente Tuesday. They were reportedly much higher than U.S.
forecasts anticipated.
Presidential news secretary Ronald Ziegler said the administration will adopt specific aid programs only after consultation with Congress.
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have these things did not have
to pay for them."
"That’s when we went to
court," said Koupal. The court
action was successful for
Koupal and was the first of
many citizen’s action lawsuits
that he would bring.
Reagan recall drive
Koupal’s next political activity was the attempted recall
of Gov. Reagan. This effort
with
unsuccessful,
was
Koupal failing to gather the
signatures needed to put the
recall on the ballot.
Koupal believes the recall
project may have had a bad
effect on his public image.
"People who have only read
about me think that I am some
kind of liberal kook," he
stated.
Despite the fact there are
those who may think Koupal is
a "kook," there are few who do
not take him seriously.
Regardless of this impression,
he has tackled some of the
biggest establishments in the
state and has come out victorious.
One of the victories for
Koupal came after the family
had moved to Los Angeles and
formed the People’s Lobby.
The group’s slogan, "Smash
Smog" emphasized its
determination to put a tough
anti -pollution initiative on the
ballot.
Proposition 9
And to the surprise of many
political pros, they did it. With
only a handful of dedicated
workers, the People’s Lobby
qualified the "Clean Environment Act," ’which later
became known as Proposition
9 for the June, 1972 ballot.
They did it with less than
$8,000.
Proposition 9 lost at the
ballot box, after a controversial campaign waged by
a group calling themselves
the
Against
Californians
Pollution Initiative and their
public
relations
firm.
Whitaker and Baxter.
"We knew that we would
face some pretty stiff opposition." Koupal stated, "but
we never would have guessed
that it was going to be so
misleading and deceptive.

Architect
award
Students interested in
architecture should note that
the Women’s Architectural
League would like to award a
scholarship to a male or female
student pursuing a course in
architecture.
’rhe scholarship is sponsored in conjunction with the
Santa Clara Chapter of the
American
Institute of
Architecture.
Interested students may
contact Mrs. Mimi Baca at
264-8396 before Friday, April
13.

THE

SINCE 1936
78 S. 4th - close to CSUSJ library

Koupal and the People’s
Lobby volunteer attorneys
have also been very busy in
the area of class action
lawsuits. In 1971. they won a
case in the U.S. Supreme Court
giving citizens the right to
petition their government in
any public place. They have
filed many similar suits on
behalf of People’s Lobby,
mainly against industries.
Koupal describes the
People’s Lobby as being
"radical, militant, and
constitutional."
"We’re radical because we
believe there’s got to be a big
change in this country," he
"We’re
militant
explains.
because we want the laws implemented, and constitutional
because we work mainly
through
the
initiative
process."

GARRET

Pruneyerd
Center
Campbell
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THE AREA’S #1 ENTERTAINMENT SPOT
NEVER A COVER CHARGE
Phil Mckay

prepared for the developers by
the arena designers.
Santa
Clara
County
Supervisor
McCorDan
quodale maintains there is a
of
interest regarding
conflict
’this aspect-.
"What else could these
people do but bring back
lavorable reports?" he said.
"How else could they get a contract and a million-dollar fee?"
McCorquodale
later
remarked, "I know beyond the
shadow of a doubt they’ll be
favorable on one of these
sites."
McCorquodale
questions
county priorities. He said he
!eels, "The $25 million could
be better spent on day care
centers. a sorely needed
transportation system for the

Oregon prof
talks April 9
W. Scott Overton, professor
of Biometry and Statistical
Forestry at Oregon State
University. will speak Monday, April 9, at 8 p.m. in
Engineering 132.
His talk will cover the use of
the computer in the study of
natural ecosystems. Overton’s
work centers on forest
modeling with the aid of
statistics.
Overton feels that complex
systems, such as forests, often

involve analysis not possible
without the aid of computers.
Computer modeling uses
ecological
statistics
to
determine,
for example.
whether or not logging is
feasible in a certain area, and
how it will effect other types
of life within the area.
Overton’s talk is the third in
a series on the computer in
modern life. The last talk is
scheduled for early May.

TUES.
WED.
THUR.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

9-1
9-1
9-1
6-9
9-1
9-1
6-9
9-1
9-1
8-12

By BRAD BOLLINGER
About half of the approximate 300 striking San
Jose Hospital workers
marched into City Council
Chambers yesterday demanding a meeting with Mayor
Norman Mineta.
The city hall march was
spurred by a break down in
negotiations yesterday with
the Hospital Association of
Santa Clara County, according
to
Jim
Bailey,
business
representative for the Hospital and Institutional
Workers Local 250.
’rhe strikers went to city
hall to demand that Mineta
intervene in the negotiations.
Bailey said Mineta, a member
of the Board of Trustees for the
San lose Hospital and Health
Center Inc., "has not done a
damn thing" toward ending
the strike.
Bailey said Mineta’s
intervention in the strike two
weeks ago was "token" and
that strikers are now demanding "action."
Al press time yesterday,
Mineta had not met with the
strikers.
Officials of both sides of the
dispute envisioned an end to
the now 27-day -old strike
though negotiations which

began last week.
However, Bailey said the
union’s negotiations with the
association
broke down
yesterday after the seven member hospital organization
withdrew some concessions it
made to the union in former
meetings.
Anthony Anastasi, attorney
for the association, said
negotiations had not broken
down.
"I don’t care what Jim Bailey
said. just because we (the association) don’t accept every
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Take it trorn one with a man-sized
yen. men. When a *Big Man on Campus
gets a big thirst, it takes a big drink to
satiate it. And nothing. I repeat nothing.
titillates the tonsils and taunts a thirst
like Akadama Red. Fred

Akadama Red

The toast of me campus.
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proposal they (the union) submit, doesn’t mean there hasn’t
been any progress," Anastasi
said.
Another meeting between
the association and the union
is scheduled for next Monday
at 4 p.m., according to AnasIasi.
The some 300 service
workers, employees involved
in laundry. nursing assistance, and kitchen work.
are striking for recognition of
local 250 as their bargaining
agent.
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CELLAR: Koren Cory
UPSTAIRS: Yankee Hill
CELLAR: Joe Ferrara

county, the mentally ill, and
improved health facilities.
"For every dollar spent on
the stadium," McCorquodale
lamented,"somechild could be
taken into the day care center
program."
In light of the fact that Santa
Glare and San lose voters have
twice turned down proposals
for a sports arena, McCorquodale was asked why the
Board of Supervisors reconsidered the measure for the
November ballot.
"Pressure from the
Mercury -News
brought
favorable public reaction.
which forced the board to
place the proposal on the
ballot." he replied.
A recent editorial in the
Mercury said, "The Santa
Clara County Board of
Supervisors
could,
and
should, be moving with a
greater sense of urgency to
build the $22 million sports
and entertainment arena approved by the cities last
November.
"When 59 per cent of the
voters say they want
something done, that
constitutes a mandate worth
yet
the
heeding,
and
Supervisors
appear
determined to move ahead
with other construction protects first," continued the
editorial.
One seemingly ironic point
was apparent when the
editorial asked the Board of
Supervisors to "remember its
priorities in this matter. It is
by no means too late to do so."

Hospital workers
march on City Hall

Mon. 8-12

TIRES
BATTERIES

"Whitaker and Baxter had
millions of dollars to spend
telling the people that the passage of Proposition 9 would
mean the destruction of the
state, he continued.
"They even went so far as to
print an ad implying that
People’s Lobby was a religious
cult that worshipped the
’sacred mosquito’ because the
measure would have restricted the use of DDT."
People’s Lobby files suit
People’s Lobby has filed a
$3.6 million lawsuit against
Whitaker and Baxter because
of this ad. Other lawsuits have
been filed by private parties as
a result of the campaign
against the environmental bill.
Even though the "Clean Environment Act" lost, Koupal
does not see it as a defeat. "It
was the first time that the
initiative process was evei
used in the way that it was
intended," he said. "Before
that, only big industrial
interests had been able to get
measures on the ballot.
"We’re going to do at again,
and again and again until we
win." he said with glowing enthusiasm, "After all, the
pollutors have had 200 years
and we’ve had only about
three. I’d say that the odds are
about even now."
The People’s Lobby has
rewritten Proposition 9 and
will be circulating it as a
petition sometime this
summer. They hope to put it on
the June, 1974 primary ballot
and Koupal is confident it will
be successful at that time.
Involvement in citizen rights
But the Lobby is not only involved in environmental issues. "We are a citizen’s action
corporation,"
non-profit
Koupal stated, "and we are involved in all areas of citizen’s
rights."
’rhe group is currently
working on an initiative to
limit campaign spending of
candidates. This initiative
will be circulated at about the
same time as the new Clean
Environment Act.

(from page 1)
With a maximum seating
capacity of 17,500 persons, the
average attendance per event
is estimated at 7,000, according to a Stanford Research
Institute study.
On -site
parking would be provided for.
more than 5.800 cars. The total
projected attendance of events
tor the first year of operation
is 1.2 million, according to the
SRI study.
Since there isn’t any mass
transit system in the county.
automobiles will be the chief
iiieans of transportation to and
rom the arena.
Environmental impact information is required before
the site is selected, according
to James Pott, director of
public works. The EIS will be
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June grads, better job
market than last year
By JACK DICKINSON
lob prospects for June
graduates entering business,
or
science,
technical,
governmental career fields are
brighter than last year. according to Kelly McGinnis.
San lose State University
Career Planning and
Placement adviser.

lia
Don Morton

Joe Bergman and Margaret Der (facing camera

This is true especially in
technology, where she pointed
to College Placement Council
tigures predicting an 82 per
cent increase in hiring over
last year.
"Computer science, or
programming. has made a big
comeback from its low level of
hiring demand in 1968 and ’119,- Mrs. McGinnis noted.

She attributed this to the job
market catching up to the
number of specialists
produced by computer
schools.
"In ’68 and ’69 the aerospace
companies quit hiring when
there became a surplus of
programmers." she said.
Technical
employment
offers are also increasing for
math and engineering majors,
according to Mrs. McGinnis.
Although the technology
demand ghas shown the
largest jump, the accounting
area of business still ranks No.
1 in demand with government
positions trailing the technical
field, she stated.
"Business job offers are up

14 per cent from last year at
this time,- Mrs. McGinnis
commented.
The need for science
specialists includes chemists,
biologists, and physicists, she
said.
Mrs. McGinnis’ only pessimism concerned government
jobs. "Although the freeze in
civil service hiring has been
Idled. Pres. Nixon’s proposed
budget cutbacks will hurt employment in Health. Education
and Welfare. the Office of
Economic Opportunity, and
Housing
and
Urban
Development." she remarked.
According to Mrs. McGinnis. there is a need for Internal
Revenue Service accountants
and tax auditors, along with

T V staffers on campus hits ad influence

air ’Update’ programs

SIS11 ’one of best’
Accordino to Dr. Wayne
Whitaker, assistant professor
of journalism and advertising
and staff advisor, all air time
IS donated free of charge to the
university by the stations.
"SIR/ definitely has one of
the best television programs
on the West Coast. No school
in the area’s anywhere near as
ambitious and this is one of the
few school’s with the proper
facilities. But we’re still not
doing as much as we should
be,- Dr. Whitaker stated.
He explained that lack of
funds severely hamper the
quality and quantity of the
television material.
"The $1,000 budget from the
A.S. is not nearly enough. I
could use double the amount of
cameras and I would like to
triple the film budget,"
Whit aker said.
He claimed the team uses a
minimum of S40 a week of
black and white film alone.
Color film is too expensive for
use by the students.
Rands full
Production costs have
limited the amount of broadcasting the staff can do.
When asked if he would like
see the show expanded, Dr
Whitaker said. "We have our
hands full as it is.
"Both cable outlets are just
crying for material.- he added.
Dr. Whitaker explained that
the staff starts putting the
Friday show together on Monday. The filming must be
finished by Wednesday unless
some important late -breaking
event happens.
This gives the team time to

have the film processed and
then to edit it.
Manuel Ramos, television
editor, said each story is two
to three minutes long and
varies from serious to light
subjects.
"We’ve thought about doing
a whole show on one subject
with all the stories relating,
but it’s hard to find stories
around here which are interesting for a whole half-hour," he
claimed.
Live interviews
Live interviews are held on
Friday afternoons in the
Instructional television studio
on campus. Ramos said.
Mayor Norman Mineta and
Dr. Burton Brazil, executive
vice president of SjSU have
been recent guests on "Update."
"By necessity we must be a
leature staff. But we can be
more creative. Anybody can
go out and shoot fast -breaking
news stories. We must be more
artistic," Or, Whitaker stated.
Ramos emphasized that
because the show must be
feature oriented, "We’re switched. On a professional .r.v.
news show the reporters are
used to having their stories out
before the newspapers.
"We’re losing what being a
reporter is. We don’t have
competition like on radio or
newspapers. We have to wait a
week. When we get on the outside where the news comes out
every day, I guess we’ll have
the competition." he said.
Relaxed rule
The rule that the staff must
only cover events at SISU is
being relaxed, according to Dr.
Whitaker. He said the
coverage of a nearby match
factory and a violin maker are
examples of recent off-campus
filming.
"We’re restricted to stay
almost entirely on campus.
That’s really hard because the
ideal T.V. program should be
motivating action. It has to be
visual. Usually you can’t find
that here on campus," Ramos
stated.
"We’re trying to keep things
on the positive, upbeat side.
We’re trying to replace the
campuses’ bad image. But
we’re not trying to gloss over
the news," Or, Whitaker said.
There have been no viewer
ratings taken on the show so
far, according to Dr. Whitaker.
"We don’t know who’s watching. We get the feeling we’re
not known at all," Ramos
claimed.

Or,

Whitaker

said

the

Better jobs

are available
Students graduating from college this Spring are expected to
have better chances of getting jobs, according to the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education.
But the commission also said, in it’s new report, that while the
short-term prospects look good for college graduates, the longterm picture "still deserves careful study."
Clark Kerr, chairman of the commission, said the best propsect
for this year’s graduates are in the health, business. and
management fields. For instance, Kerr stated there is a strong
demand for specialized nurses, accountants and people with
master’s degrees in business administration.
But the "realistic problem of the 1970s may be the absorption
of...college persons into jobs traditionally not filled by persons
with a college education," Kerr said.
According to the commission, prospects for IllitSRhers, college
faculty members. and graduates specializing in Ifni humanities
are quite dim at this time.
There has been some concern lately over the possibility of an
over abundance of college education persons later in the decade,
but Kerr stated that he did "not see any catastrophe or evens major crisis facing the United States."

inamates at the Santa Clara
County jail are avid watchers
of the early morning show,

-The inmates have T.V. sets
and I guess they have nothing
better to do," he said.

Don omen

’Update’ announcer Janet Alston

By MIKE MITCHELL
"journalism was an
immensely good way to learn
about cities and what doesn’t
get into the news."
That’s the opinion of Adam
Hothschild, a former editor of
Ramparts magazine, and exreporter for the San Leandro
News and the San Francisco
Chronicle.
He said one employer had a
policy that favorable news
stories would always be
written when certain
advertisers were involved,
and not mention businesses
that did not advertize in the
paper,
"So when we would have to
tell where an event took
place," and it was on the black
list, he said, "we’d have to
write something like the
’Rotary club met at its usual
place."’
Hot hschild was speaking informally before the Media Lecture Series, sponsored by the
Experimental College/South
Bay People’s University. The
lectures take place each Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. in Home
Economics 5.
Advertisers, he said, can
only provide such obvious
bias in news reporting in
unstable
economically
publications.
Bias is introduced into such

national publications as
Playboy magazine largely by
the type of readership sought.
"Slicks and commercial
magazines spend a great deal
of time," he said, "taking
readership surveys" to show
advertisers what type of
readership they have.
Citing interviews in
Playboy with controversial
figures like Fidel Castro, he
said once a publication has a
sufficient economic base it can
carry such things, and wants
to."
"If (Joseph) Kidder was
converted to a communist
tomorrow," he said the
Mercury -News monopoly
could get away with such
editorial views because
advertisers would still need to
use its pages.
He said the Chronicle, has
published several articles of a
left -liberal sympathy in its
Sunday news-review section.
Radical publications such as
Ramparts, he said, were
mainly possible thanks to
wealthy eccentrics.
Hot hschild, now a freelance author, said Edward
Keating originally financed
Ramparts.
As other sponsors joined.
reliance on Keating was
ousted and an increasingly
s I ruct ure"democratic"

Ballot measure debated in class
MedSUI

IS

al

represented al classical exam-

cal to override a protest by

perpetuation of the "last man
in syndrome" and a veiled
attempt at no growth," stated
Herman Ranes ins debate discussing the facts surrounding
Measure 11, yesterday.
Ranes, executive assistant
in the Builder’s Union, and
Claire Benson, chairman of
Citizens for Rational Growth,
presented both sides of the issue to two sessions of Associate Professor’s of Terry
Christensen, local government
class.
Ranes said the initiative

ple of residents closing the
door on a community after
they have moved in.
Measure B, on the April 10
ballot proposes:
a two-year restriction on
zoning for residential
purposes in neighborhoods of
the city where school districts
are overcrowded by state
standards.
studies to be made of the
effects
of
further
development.
an affirmative vote of
live members of the city coon-

school district that a given
rezoning would overcrowd individual schools.
Mrs. Benson, a member of
the Alamaden Valley Homeowner’s Association, says the
measure "speaks to school
facilities and schools having
some say in what kind of
schools they want,"
Ranee claims the measure is
promoting "no growth," and
carries many unf orseen
ramifications of an economic
and social nature.
He said the measure would
cause:
unemployment
higher
through layoffs in all aspects
of the construction business.
a "ripple effect" due to
the lack of income being spent
by members of the construction business.
higher taxes to replace
construction and transfer
taxes incurred from selling
one house and buying another.
discouragement of new
employment created by industries that come into
growing areas.
inflation in the price of
houses due to failure to keep
pace with the increasing

Today
MECHA will meet at 3 31.1 p.m. in the 5.11
Bards. Room
Maw Theatre 73: St u den dance presentation will be shown in the Dance Studio
at 8 p m Admission is 51 25.
"Slick. will Sown" will he preaented this
evelng at 8 in the University Theatre
Admission is SI tnr SISI I students and
52 tor the general public
Friday Flicks presents -Donnie and
starring Warren Beatty and Faye
Dunaway. to lip shown in Morris Dailey
Auddort
7 and JO p.m. Admission
is 50 cents
Della Slam Theta will have ’whom
show and don:,’ at 8 p.m. at the
Lettermen s Club. located at 425 N.
Float h Street I II.kPIS are 82 50 in advance and 53 at I he door
Vietnamese Students Aftwidelian will
meet at 710 p m
Business Classroom
15
point Marl Coffee Hansa will have a
special presentation 01 Asian poetry and
music from 9 p rn until lam. Admission
is Dee sad lood will be sold rhis dinnershow is being sponsw:ed by the SISII
NyinnAmericen Studies Department
and Iriends
liattneley

$745’

Ex -Ramparts editor

hold interview for SJSU’s ’Update’ T.V. show

By DEBBIE BLOCK
Turn the ’telly’ on
Channel 11 any Monday at 8
a.m. and the person on the
screen may be the spitting
image of the guy who
borrowed your notes last week
in your American novel class.
Actually. it is your
classmate and although he is
not quite a T.V. star yet, he is
part of the San lose State
University "Update" student
television team.
"Update," produced by the
journalism department, is a
weekly. half-hour program
focusing on the events and
personalities of the SjSU campus. Nine radio-T.V. majors
make up the show’s stall.
Besides being broadcast on
the local San lose channel, the
show is aired at other times
over UHF channel 54 and two
cable outlets in the area.

social security workers,"the
only HEW section anticipating
an increase in hiring."
"Salaries for bachelor of arts
graduates who will get
business. science, technology,
and government jobs are up
lour per cent overall compared
to 1972,- Mrs. McGinnis said.
She listed the two technical
areas, mechanical and electrical engineering, as the
highest paid with average
starting monthly salaries of
S918 (electrical) and S916
’mechanical).
Mrs. McGinnis quoted
figures for new accountants at
$888 a
month, and
management specialists at

Den. Theatre 73. Student dance show
will lie present eel in I he DenceStudioat 2
ond 8 p.m. Admission is 61.25.
"Chins Night," a special culturel show
will be presented In Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. This show is
tieing sponsored by the SIMI Chinese
cultural Dub.
’Sticks and Winer will he performed in
the University Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is SI Ion SISU students and $2
lor the generel public. This will be the
lost presentation.
Sheila, benefit: A benefit concert
featuring Mahone Reynolds will be
presented at 8 p.m al 2425 Ridge Road in
Berkeley. Admission is Si 50.
Sunday
Spartan Shields will meet at 7:30 p.m in
IS.’ I Tay ersit y Chapel. New members
will take the loath.
Monday
SIBIU Co-recreation will meet at 7p.m. in
the Women. Gym Room 101. This ie an
international load and dance (wheel.
Admiscon is Dee and food and drinks
will be sold toe only 10 cents.
Weather The weather lot lodity milliii
slightly cooler than yesterday s
Morning low clouds and light wind..
Mph around 70 lam around 45..

THURS / 8
PM
APRIL 26
San Jose Civic
Auditorium
TICKETS SS 50. 5450. $350

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE 246-1160
CREEK AT WINCHESTER
912 TOWN & COUNTRY STEVENS

PIPES

No where else Ill the bay area
can you find these unique
handmade pipes at such loss
prices Come in and see him
much you can saw
567 L. Santa Clara
Between 12th and 13th
Streets
Phone 244-0588
olwain

GREECE

sessions: June 4th to 29th, July 2nd to 27th
Write to: The Athens Centre for the Creative Arts
Office of the Registrar
Philadelphia Musical Academy
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

215-735-9635

ImALLc4411106----

"It’s obvious developers are
running the city," she said.
"People just don’t have the
kind of input to combat them."
She said developers are not
utilizing these areas, on the
fringe of the city, but prefer to
develop the periphery because
the land is cheaper and prettier.
Ranes conceded this fact,
but added, "This is not a question of urban sprawl.
"San lose is a metropolitan
area, and we have to deal with
our problems with that in
mind. The biggest single employer is the builder’s union.
The only way to create more
jobs is to grow. When you stop
growth before it is necessary,
you’re asking for trouble." he
said.

NOW

41’

$100,000
LIFE INSURANCE
Where’s the catch? There isn’t any. We’ll
give you all the intormation you want for

RETURNS BY DEMAND!

Alden said.

create the arts
This summer in
concerts, festivals, performances,
archeological field trips
courses given in music/dance/painting/drawing/theatre/
poetry/archeology/greek language/
greek literature/credit courses/... sun/
islands ... /distinguished faculty

demand.
Mrs. Benson said the acclamations were gross
exaggerations. "This is a lowkey issue dealing with zonings
and rezonings. We are not advocating ’no growth,’ but ’controlled growth.- There will be
no cutbacks in jobs, because
there is more than enough land
already zoned for residential
development."

AGE: 25...$19.09 AGE: 35...$21.34

CARLIN

replaced the traditional
editorial structure.
Such "wealthy angels" are
necessary. he said, but one of
the strange effects of fielding a
radical staff is that it pushes
for democratic control and
"terrific battles have taken
place on such publications."
"Everyone on Ramparts,"
though he hasn’t been on it for
sometime he said, "gets the
same salarywith a little
more if they have children."
The elimination of bloat on
the upper echelons, he said,
has helped the magazine’s
financial picture somewhat.
All
such
national
publications, however, suffer
deficits that have to be made
up by someone.
"I’m pretty much a print
freak, but I can see more of a
democratic orientation in
and other
cable
IV"
alternative media such as local
underground papers.

"Humanities and social
science majors going into
government work can expect
an average starting salary of
$705,- she said.
According to John D. Alden,
executive secretary of
Engineering Manpower Commission, the boom in
engineering jobs will continue
at least through 1980. with the
estimated demand exceeding
the projected supply by 15,000
in that year.
"Practically all of the 38,000
graduates who entered the job
market in the past three years
were employed within a few
months after graduation."

tree. That’s right -just for the asking.
we’ll rush you all the t acts no cost

WHY PAY MORE
Larson Holmes and Assoc. Ph 371-5300
\414,
1901 S. Bascom Ave, Suite 338 Campbell
D

95008

PA

STANFORD UNIVERZITY

FRI Artril.., 611118.11.

S3/#41 ALL 11136E/M0Pr

115511

SUMMER

special euents

etWol alum.

SPEED READING
COURSE SET TO BEGIN
IN SAN JOSE
Arrangements have been made to conduct a 21 hour course
in speed reading under the auspiws of the American Reading
Foundation of Columbus Ohio The course is open to anyone
above the age 13 and guarantees weary graduate a minimum
imporvement of 3 limas his initial reading speed with better
comprehension
After the seven weak program o parson con read nay
average, length book in less than an hour In addition to speed
reading the course also emphositris improved study Mello,ques. better test taking skills, and increased concentration and
better retention abilities
The, course requires a person to ottnd one class per weak on
the evening of their choirs For those who would lik more information, a series of FREE one hour orientation lattunes haw
been scheduled
These meetings ore free to the public and the course will be
eplatned in complete detail including entrance requirements
classroom procedures, tuition. class schudlo and location You
need to attend only one of the mwtings whicheveir is most
convenient to you Thew free one hour orientations will be held
as follows
Wednesday April 4
Auditorium i Entrance
hursday - April 5 7
Friday - Apnl 6 7 30
Saturday - April 7 1 1
The Alameda

7 30 P M McCabe Hall - San Jose Civic
on Son Carlos Street I
30 P M As abowl
PM The YMCA I 7 I 7 The Alameda
00 A M ond 2 00 P M Th YMCA 1 7 1 7
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Asians’ art forms
explored in show
By PAULA DORIAN
Three different areas of
Asian art are explored in the
Student Union Gallery exhibit
now through April 12.
A collection of contemporary prints by eight Bay
Area Asian printmakers is
part of the exhibit. They
explore traditional themes in
nature and mysticism using a
variety of methods such as
silkscreen. lithografthy, etching and a combination.
George Miyasaki produced
a "Ripples Series" of
lithographs using pale blue.
lavender, pink, purple, white.
yellow and aqua.
There are many serigraphs
and Steve Pons "Cruisin’ for
Sunshine" is a vibrant and
exciting piece.
Also on display are a collection of artifacts and art objects
from China and japan. In this
display are 12 carved animals
in white jade from the 19th
century.
These 12 animals are from
the Duodenary Cycle and were
used by the Chinese both in

dividing up the dates into 12
periods of two hours each.
Half of the animals belong to
the Yang element (rat, ox,
hare, monkey, dog, pig) and
the other hall are the element
of Yin (tiger, dragon, horse.
ram. cock. snake).
There is also a lacquer
incense chest from China
which depicts some of the
iconography characteristic of
the Chinese decorative art.
Carved in this chest are five
bats, signifying the five blessings: long life, wealth, peace,
love of virtue and a happy end.
It also depicts mythological
and legendary motives in
Chinese art and has the eight
happy omens.
The third part of the exhibit
are paper cuts which show the
struggle for liberation in
China from the first stirring of
revolutionary consciousness
in the 19th century to the victory of 1949.
Each paper cut illustrates a
song or dramatic moment from
the opera, "The East is Red,"
ta,t k sown songs of the

Band plays powerfully

but bewilders audience

Chinese Kevulution.
The compositions often
reflect the opera stage set. The
opera was first produced in
1963 on the 12th anniversary
of the founding of the People’s
Republic.
At New Years, wedding and
birthday
celebrations,
villagers would paste paper
cuts on the window. The "window flowers" would bathe the
room in a red light.
During the Revolution paper
cuts were used for political
education. The orientation is
Socialist Realism with its
positive heroes and emphasir
on the struggle.
Today art is fulfillec
through Mao Tse-tung’s dictum: "What we demand is du
unity of politics and art, tin
unity of content and form, tip
unity of revolutionar
political content and the
highest possible perfection cu
artistic form."
Gallery hours are Monde:
through Friday 10:30 a.m, to
p.m. and Monday througt
Thursday 6 to 8 p.m.
Don monon

Bold colors in Steve Pons’ serigraphs

Ins----W-,ert a raiment

Donovan album
’doesn’t make it’

Joint Effort gig

Musslewhite rocks
By WARREN HEIN
Voices cried out, hands
clapped, heads bobbed and
feet stomped to the rhythm
and blues rocking of Charlie
Musslewhite and his Charlie
Musslewhite Blues Band
Wednesday night at Joint Effort Coffee House.
Musslewhite, long time
singer and harmonica blower
soul -rocking
gave
a

performance before a crowd of
about 100 persons.
The husky, pinstripeshirted bluesman showed his
unique harmonica ability by
adding his original variations
to a fairly standard quick
blues theme.
His band, according to Musslewhite, is a mixture of old
time fellow jammers and
relatively new members.

Ken BINA

Charlie Musselwhlte, harmonica player and singer, as he
appeared at Joint Effort for a clapping crowd.

Dance show
performed
by students
Dance ’Theater 73, including

girl!
Vicki lsrail
in "Balloons" .

a symbolic pig sacrifice, a
soliloquy to a rose, and a
Hungarian folk medley, will
feature almost 60 performers
April 6 and 7 in the San lose
State University Dance
Studio, PER 262.
Choreographed by 11
students, the concert will be
presented at 8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday, with a matinee
showing at 2 p.m. Saturday.
Tickets cost $1.25.
Directed by Mrs. Mina
Garman, dance instructor. and
Carol Flaws, chairman of the
dance department, the
program includes the five part
"Yellow Peril,- presented as
social comment about myths
concerning Asians in America,
was choreographed by I.
Nakamura as her Master’s
project in dance.
"Balloons." a comedy dance
and "Flight," with flowing
birdlike motions, were both
by loan
choreographed
Westbrook.

working so well together that
the audience would be hard
put to imagine them not born
jamming.
A definite highlight was the
quick tinkling of Skip Rose on
the piano. Rose has played
Musslewhite for 10
with
years, and displayed that fact
perfectly.
Rose’s skill was best
brought out by the test transitions he made from one fast
blues number to a slower one
that Musslewhite took hold of
and whaled to the crowd’s
delight. Rose was the definite
cog that kept the band’s sound
together.
If Skip Rose was the cog of
the band, lead guitar High
Tide Harris was an important
tooth to that cog.
Harris’ style at the bridge
showed shades of B.B. King’s
wincing and feeling, only he
played to Musslewhite’s
quicker arrangements. He also
had an able voice, at fault only
because the band at times
played too loudly for the
audience to hear it. This was a
problem throughout the night
when Musslewhite and Harris
would sing. But the noise
didn’t bother the crowd a bit.
Another annoying thing
about the three-and-a-half
hour concert was that Musslewhite played only about 60
per cent of the time. He would
play three jams, then leave the
stage for his wife’s table,
leaving Rose and Harris to accompany the drummer and
base guitar. But when he got
back...watch out.
Charlie Musslewhite has got
to be one of the top harmonica
players in the world. The way
he slid his lips across the wind
holes made the onlooker
wonder how he could hit the
right notes. But he always did.
As the night went on, the
band began to get rusty, and
make obvious mistakes. This
possibly was due to some band
members drinking beverages
that would cause anyone
under 21 to be arrested. But it
didn’t hamper the sound until
quite late, and by then, the
crowd had enough idea of the
Musslewhite band’s rocking
that it didn’t seem to make any
difference. The hands kept
clapping.

Donovan’s
new album,
"Cosmic Wheels," is his first in
two years. Whether that is
good news or bad is another
matter.
He has achieved notice on
the airwaves with relatively
few songs. but has never really
caught on with the public
because most of his songs
were a bit too ethereal for the
general public.
But it’s this ethereal quality
that distinguishes Donovan.
When he tries something
different, it just doesn’t make
it.
’That is the problem of this
new album.
On the first side, the title
song, "Cosmic Wheels," is a
pounding, rocking, repetitive
piece unsuited to the artist’s
lyrics or voice.
The second cut, "Earth Sign
Man." is an attempt at country
blues. With lines like "...I like
my women to cook. I’m an
earth sign mane..." it could be
aptly retitled "Chauvinist
Blues."
The last cut on the first side.
"Wild Witch Lady," sounds
like imitation from Arthur
Brown’s "Fire" with Donovan
screeching out the lines. Why
anyone would want to imitate
Brown’s style is beyond comprehension.
The only cut on the first side
worth anything is "Maria
Magenta."
This cut is "normal"
Donovan showing his prediliction for colors and what seems
lobe nonsense lyrics. It moves
with no set style and comes
across well.
Side two is probably the

Cohan’s
comedy

best part iil I he album. The
only exceptions are "Only the
Blues" and "Appearances"
which are really lacking in
imagination.
"Intergalactic Laxative" is
the best cut on the entire
album. It describes Donovan’s
disillusionment in the space
program when he finds that
the astronauts must perform
certain bodily functions in
space.
It is a humorous peace that
couldn’t be played on the air
and gives one reason to ponder
that all public figures are
human and subject to thesame
hindrances that everyone
must endure.
But overall, the album fails.
It is well produced but the
production overshadows the
singer’s talent. Donovan
makes an attempt at
"Americanizing" his music
through blues and rock but, in
fact. he oversteps his
through
limitations
imitations.
L.C.

By LOU COVEY
TheConcert Hall shook with
the sound that made john
Philip Sousa famous as the
San lose State University
Concert Band entertained a
sparce audience with
traditional and contemporary
music, last Tuesday night.
Under the direction of Associate Professor Dwight Cannon, the band opened with
The Star Spangled Banner" as
arranged by Scott Pierson, a
grad student in the music
department.
The band members trickled
in and began "warming up."
But as the snare drum played a
soft march cadence, the band
launched into a rendition of
the national anthem that
would make the most
apathetic baseball fan take
notice.
That was the way most of
the first half of the concert
went. The trumpets were
clear, the percussion section
was sharp and the entire band
produced a sound that rumbled in one’s chest.
For a little variety, the band
played "Armenian Dances" by
Aram Khachaturian and
"Variations on a Korean Folk
Song" by john Barnes Chance
"Variations" was an interesting piece that emphasized
Chinese wood blocks, bells
and vibraphone, but
Khachaturian number was, by
far, the livelier number.
However. "Proclamations"

El RANCHO DRIYE IN
Rated R
Steve McQueen

hy

I horn 11d1.-1

1,eorge was

Lach

the most inspiring anddriving
piece of the evening. George’s
composition made extensive
use
ol
all
the
inst rumen! s I rom
w
winds to Mass to percussionutilizing

musician

staccato

rhythms which drove one into
one’s seat.
The audience. although it
was small, was fairly unresthe
ponsive through
performance and seemed
totally confused by the piece
following the intermission. "In
C" by Terry Riley.
"In C" is a contemporary
piece, composed in 1964. It is
unique in that it can never be
performed the same way
twice.

TOWER SALOON
The Brothers, Two
folk rock blue,

Thur. Fri.

wokimis

night

LARGEST

(1Ie Galion)
linstr.
ART CROSS
3 W. Santa Clara San Jose

put your
chick on ice
Friday & Saturday Nights
10:30 to 12:30

"THE GETAWAY"
Paul Newman

"SOMETIMES A GREAT
NOTION"

- TROPICAIRE I

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

With each paid male admission,
one chick comes in free!

6th WeehExclusls e San Jose
Dnve-In Showing

Admission $1.25

"LIFE & TIMES OF
JUDGE ROY BEAN"

Skate Rental 504

Walt Disney’s

"SWORD IN THE STONE"

TROPICAIRE II
Kung Fu

"FIVE FINGERS OF
DEATH"
"VENGENCE OF EU MAN
CHU"

eastridge

all color show
BAYSHORI
RhWeek-Exeluslve San Jose
Drive-In Showing
Jack Lemmas

"SAVE THE TIGER"
Dustin FinlIman

ICE ARENA
EASTRIDGE MALL
SAN JOSE

238-0440
.1

"STRAY. DO(.S"

ALOCSIC

F
141

to play
"The Tavern," George M.
Cohan’s melodramatic
comedy, will be presented by
the San Jose Theater Guild
April 6,7. 13, 14, 20, 21, in the
Montomery Theater at 8:30
p.m.
Tickets are $1.50 student
and $2.50 general.
The cast of 15 includes San
Jose State University student
Samuelle Eskind, with costuming supervised by another
SfSU student, Roger Spiecher.

BENEFIT PREMIERE TUESDAY. APRIL 10th 1 OOP M
111. lIto,11c1SP,,F,
efqh Ill
AT CINEMA 21
TICkell $5 no Avallat e At 12 Geary Blvd

,14,15
APRI
HOUS
T
ME HYshore ’
FILING
Esa

THE

sout4c’s
oF

TomoRR

FREE 4 -Channel Records while they last!
4 -Channel Lectures and Demonstrations!
60 Exciting Exhibits of the latest Hi-Fi Components’
FREE Seminars to help you with your Hi -Ft problems!
FREE Sweepstakes Drawing. Complete Sounds of Tomorrow
4 -Channel Stereo System (value over $3,000) to the Lucky Winner’

A LANSBURY ,DUNCAN/BERUH PRODUCTION
FROM COLUMBIA

Exclusive Engagement

Starts WEDNESDAY
APRIL 11th.

a

The SiSU band performed
this number well, and seemed
to enjoy performing it, occasionally stopping and
conversing with one of their
fellow musicians.

AREA
SAN F"

has

score containing
various musical ideas. The
musician plays each idea at his
lor her) own leisure, constantly improvising. The piece is
finally concluded when all the
musicians have finished their
score.
l’he only direct ion is
provided by a piano, pounding
out a single note. The note is
played at a constant rhythm
throughout the pieceno
variation.

separate

Regular Admission -S2.50.
Pick Up Your SPECIAL DISCOUNT TICKETS at Your Nearest
Hi-Fi Dealer and SAVE S1.00!

v4
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Spartans home tonight

Sports
Gauchos test varsity

By JOHN B. MATTHEWS
Sports Editor
The Gene Mengesgang,
better known as the Spartan
nine, face a ’must win’
situation tonight and
tomorrow when it entertains
UC-Santa Barbara at
Municipal Stadium.
Tonight’s game begins at
7:30 and the doubleheader
tomorrow begins at noon. KS IS (90.7 FM) will broddcast all
three games.
Coach Menges’ club
whipped California State Hayward 6-3 Wednesday to

get back in the winning style it
enjoyed until the PCAA
season began. The Spartans
have won lust one game in six
tries in conference with one
game called after 20 innings
because of darkness and
declared no contest.
Overall. the Spartans are
15-8-1.
The hero of the marathon.
sophomore righthander Jeff
Gingrich. will get the starting
call tonight, his first
appearance since his three and
a half hour fruitless effort
against Long Beach State

Spikers to run
in relay meet
Aiming fur lower marks, a
small contingent of Spartan
track men will take on several
college division teams
tomorrow in the Sacramento
Relays at 4:30 p.m.
Coach Ernie Bullard is
entering only 16 men from his
jumping and throwing areas.
"The track is too hard for our
runners, while our field men
are the ones who need the
competition to keep in shape. he said.
High jumpers Hill Crawford
and Greg Tinnin. who have

Giants
top Reds
in opener
oants
The San Francis,
opened up their defense of
fifth place in the National
League West, with a convincing 4-1 victory over the
defending Champion Cincinnati Reds, yesterday.
Juan Marichal scattered
seven hits in winning. and
Chris Speier knocked in two
runs with a single off starter
and loser Don Gullet!.
A capacity crowd of 51,579
attended the game played in
41/ -degree weather.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Suppianenle Instant Proton
Vile C. Vita E Calcium. SIC)
Home Cleaners i Basic H. L. MCI
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo. ate)
John B Mary Rhosties 297-3806
LOVE YOUR ROSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss.
No trots*
No Oaks
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor nas different goals &
visitant Mbroacnes Trre fact that Our
nature! products really are the firma is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to do mos research
before ere let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
468 So 5th 02
297-3866
GUYS AND GALW
Join a coilegmege Bed.LET chise at
Eufralia School of Ballet Basic "lechniQua for beginning dancers Smell
closses-individusi attention Beverly
Surreys Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can hap Call Me Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3151
DO YOU like A S programs hereon campus? if not, don t Bitch apply for the
program board Apply in the A5 office
PIES MOVING SOXESS WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines & Wine Making
1040 N 4th
NATURAL FOOD STORE PRIESENTS
SPROUT & AVOCADO SANDWICHES
351 also MANY OTHER TYPES
SANDWICHES Also MASSAGE
WHIRLPOOL & STEAMBATH by appt
in East San Salvador St
HAY FEVER tMer Apr ellay71 in Ist 12
days of your season get free pals and
012-22 for drug study TAVIST 321-4412
FLEETW000 MAC TICKETS on sale
noiv in theA S BO *pro it 8p m.rnen’s
gym One Show only -2,460 seats 52 50
students ve/A.S card $350 general
Public
CLYDE" Isn’t lust another
NONNI!
shoottn up In this flick you MIS the
blood-like Warren Beatty’. and Faye
Dunaway. and Come lee the FRIDAY
FLICKS. Apr 6 76 10 PM Morris Dewey
Aud 50e idm
MONDAY CINEMA CUL.CIE-SAC"
? POLANIIKI. APRIL 9, 130 & 710PM
ND. AUDITORIUM 50e.
MOLE ADULTS-NEED FRIENDS,
Fonowsnip & Bible study Sundays gam at
the Brt-O-Siveden Reeteurent 1310
Auzerals near Sears off Meridian
ALPHA PHI SPAGHETTI PIED SUNDAY
APO. 5,4-7 prn, ALL SPAGHETTI, PIZZA.
SALAD YOU CAN EATS’ 2100 10InSt

AUTOMOTIVE
eirginthIEW lire. 0.51
offer 253-11670. 277-3446
SI 7141110 11 WI Camper 6205 9th 927
or leave note 90 289 Bldg 0 (New
College

both hit the 6-10 mark, win to
to break the seven foot barrier.
"It’s all up here," said
Crawford, pointing to his
head. "And once I get that first
seven foot jump. I’m certain I’ll
be consistent at that height."
Weightman. Ken Kirschenman, will be leading the
Spartan discus and shot put
squad. In last week’s meet,
Kirschenman tossed the discus 175-5 feet to place him
tenth on the SJSU all-time list,
and improve his life -time best
by seven feet.
Frank Rock, whose lifetime
best is 16-6 feet in the pole
vault, is trying to hit the 17
foot mark again. Against the
Bay Area Striders last week,
he barely missed that mark
when his foot hit the bar.
"It was the first time I’ve
been confident enough," Rock
said. "My steps were perfect,
but the pole plant was not
exactly right. When that is
perfected, I will have a 17tooter for sure."
Triple jumper Montana
Terry (49-4 1/2), LC. Ragster
(47-9 1/2) and Rick Guardinier
(43-7) are expected to sweep
that event.
Terry will also compete in
the long jump (21-8 1/2) with
Fred Wikkeling (24-8) and
Louie Wright (25-1 1/2).

FOR SALE: Honda 250 Excellent 0200
926-0413
MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
apt* & laundrette. Must be capable of
maintenance work. 287-4930.
’SS PONT. LS MANS $26, Hurst 4499e0
New bralupa. water pump & timing peer.
$600 277.8622 Or 296-5863
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
No Student Refused
UP TO 25% DISCOUNT FOR3 0 GPA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly payments available
9484223 days 241-8873 eves.

University last weekend.
statistics
Gingrich’s
received a boost this week
from the National Collegiate
Athletic Association when it
decided to allow the 20 innings
he pitched to be counted in the
PCAA standings. Suddenly.
his 0-1 league record with
eight strikeouts and a 2.00
ERA has become 0-1, 29
strikeouts and a 1.57 ERA. He
has been the most consistent
pitcher on the SJSU staff.
Saturday. Randy Zylker 11 tin PCAA and 5-1 overall) and
Kris Sorenson (0-1, 2-2
overall) will face the Gauchos.
’the visitors will counter with
Lynn McKinney ( 1-3 ),
Marshall Gates (1-2) and
Carlos Moreno (1-0) in the
three game set.
Gates was the ace of last

Ruggers
win two
matches
el sit ys’
San (use Stale
rugby clubs swept two games
San
the
last weekend from
Francisco Rugby club, and
will be moving into action
again this weekend.
The ruggers firsts’ won their
contest 15-7, while the
seconds outlasted their opponents 35-17.
The first team is negotiating
a game with the Monterey
Rugby Club, and the seconds’
are scheduled to play the
Browns (a group of ruggers
from UC-Berkeley and Stanford). The games will start all
p.m. at the south campus
soccer field.

.
.

DENTAL ADMISSION :
TEST

:
:

REVIEW COURSE
BEGINS IN BERKELEY
Saturday April 14

IF YOU LIKE BOOKS. you’ll love
RECYCLE a different used bookstore
Recent pa perbac ks et A price. Best Sc-F:
selection In Bay Area. Records. too We
have the book" you want & need a beet
prices in town Yei we buy & trade books
& records. RECYCLE 235 So 1st St. 286E275.
SAVE TINS AO’ Before you purchase
costly stereo equip, retail check w/us for
discount prices to SJS students (on all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bay Ares on such names as
Sansui. Pioneer Marmite, Tao Duet
etc. Call us for weekly specials 1001 2925553 or 252-2028

’NOLO{ DYNAMIC Auto. trans. R & H, 4
dr new tires. Good mechanical cond. call
Rod 248-4991
17 OPEL WAGON "Int cond engine irks
new Complete tape set-up 5750 ALSO69 YAMAHA 350cc like new $385 Call
vane. 296-9373 215 S 12th Si forl

good condition. best offer, 293-9871

11 VW, New tires, rebuilt engine runs
great 286-3339

VW TIRES. 4 185-15 Continentals
mounted and balanced. All brand new.
Best offer 246-9596 evenings.

PONTIAC’? TEMPEST 4 dr. AT, R&M,
PS Excel "tech cond, body with slight
runts. 65.000 mi. leaving town must sell.
$895 Call 732-9921

FOR SALE
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
strode-1940 S 1st St Ph 293-2323
Open Wed thru Sun 5-430 & 1-9:30
Free parking 6 ’devotion Thousands of
useful items antiques 11 collectibles
SKIS SOOTS-Hoed Standard 200ern
voboidings $55 Leather buckle boots
size 11-$10 Ion umpire> call 2774233
A MILUON UUO GOOKS. paperbacks
in price), and magazine. Neat old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff 6 flown Twig.
Reed Books. 81 E San Fernando town
end 63rd 10 30-5 30 10soff with thisad
117 16 FT. SAILBOAT. daysailer. 4 M.P
015 lights (ockets. trailer $1.150. Ph
2984172
SLACKUTE POSTERS $1 80. PATCHES
7919 UP, INCENSE 26498, PIPES $1.00
a UP RADIOS S395 & UP, LEATHER
GOODS BINOCULARS $22.00 & UP.
BLACKLITE, COMPLETE 18" St 1 98, 4’
$2290 STROBE LIGHTS 51795. OAS
GLO BULB $355 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING $1 96 & UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
tolk from SJSU Phone 292-0409
GUITARS A AMPUF1111911
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC-new & used
All at dlecOunt prices
Guitar showcase
2910 S Bascom 377-5614
ARTISTS S CRAFTSMEN newton to sell
warm at Mini R inelegance Fairs Sunday
April let Info Call Rudi Lipner& 2773202

snowy

Sportaguide
lose City College at 11 am. at City
College.
VARSITY BASEBALL, WS] v. Santa
Barbara in a doubleheader at Municipal
Stadium beginning Sr nano
TRACK. S(Sll in the Sacramento Relays
re Sacramento beginning al 4 30 p m

TODAY
VARSITY BASEBALL S[St
Santa
Barbera at Muniopal Stadium at 7.30
p
SATURDAY
’ROSH BASEBALL, Spam Atm bra i son

By PAUL STEWART
’the Spartan netgals split a doubleheader with University of
Pacific and Fresno State University last week to record its first
loss of the 1973 tennis season.
Ann Giometti, in her debut as the No. 1 singles player, was
downed by the Tigers pin Mitchell 6-4, 6-1. Madeleine Gorospe
garnered the Spartans’ only win in singles play. as she defeated
Sharon Kul z 6-2. 6-2. Pacific’s Pam Bergman got by SISU’s Trish
Nunes 6-1. 6-3.
Doubles action was a different story for the Spartans’ though.
The netgals swept all their matches from the Tigers. as the No. 1
team of Donna Cosio and Maureen Kennedy defeated Betsy
Ricmenschneider and Page Wedldke 6-0. 6-2.
Spartagals Jeannie Faust and Linda Anthenien pacified the
Tiger’s Libby Class and Margie Betts 6-1, 6-4. Completing the
doubles rout, Nadine Dunning and Donna Kovach downed
Pacific’s team of Linda Robins and Clo McIntyre 6-2, 0-6, 6-3.
The final match score was 4-2 in favor of the Spartans. This
brought the netgals record to 3-0 for the 1973 season, two more
than they won all last year.
Later that afternoon, the SJSU contingent was downed by
Fresno 6-0, as the Bulldogs swept both singles and doubles play.
Fresno’s Karen Ferguson defeated Giometti 6-4, 6-0, as the
Bulldog’s Marcia Hamburg beat Gorospe 6-1. 5-7. 7-6,
Mary Bryan collared Nunes 6-2, 6-4 for the Bulldogs.
The Spartan duo of Cosio and Kennedy put a real battle before
being downed by Fresno’s Debbie Bolin and Deb Koligian 6-4,36, 7-5. The Bulldog’s tandem of Cora jorvina and Camilla
Sutherland speared the team of Faust and Anthenien 6-2, 7-5, as
Marilyn Mitchell and Linda Veatch got by Kovach and Dunning
6-1, 6-2 to complete the sweep for Fresno.
The Spartagals lost two matches by the tie-breaking system
employed by the Northern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference (NCIAC).
"Fresno is the toughest competition we’ve faced all year," said
netgals mentor Irene Lindquist.
-The whole team played well against both Pacific and Fresno."
stated Lindquist, "and losing those two matches by tie-breaker
was tough."
The Spartagals next foe will be the Broncos of Santa Clara
University, Thursday, April 26th at 2 p.m. on the South Campus
courts.

10%

ITEK CORPORATION
BUSINESS PRODUCTS DIVISION

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

ME mInt 3-slelisd w/carrier rack.
(ask

FOR SALE 1 2nd row Con. Orch. Ticket
Two Gant ernim of Verona" Sat Eve Apr
709.50 Call Mtke 2774067. late pm, early
aM.
STEREO SYSTEMS Coat plus 10%. Most
mercer brads Cali Ken Torres at 29E9795

HELP WANTED
OTIS ELEVATOR CO’ Is recruting 4/9/73
for MIN engrg. trainee, majors req.
13S/ME. MBA 5055 /ME. EE Recruiter S
Julien Smith, Mgr. 2964685

i

this could be the future for you

HOUSING
SAN AAAAAAA 0 HOUSE-Groat itmesons.’ linen & maid service, color
T V. Kitchen env.. tie showers, parking.
Center of activity. 237 E. San Fernando
569 to 88111/mo, 296.9504 or 293-1530
UNIVERSITY CLUS-Co-ed. Beautiful
howl., fireplace, grand piano, color T V.,
recreation room, klt env maid & linens,
Parsing. courtyard. Includes Continental
Breakfast From $76/mo 202 So. 11th
293-7374.
THREE aeonoom HOUSE@ Across
street from campus furnish or unfurn
Faculty preferred. Cell 354-4363.
$109
Large studio, M. study room.
Heated pools, furn w/carpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200
ROOMS FOR MEN from $4010 50/month.
52 South 15th Street 297-3344
ATTRACTIVE, LARGE, CORWIN roan
In quiet home. Ideal for study. Panting,
kitchen INN near campus. Serious.
mature man. $75/rno. 288-9151
LANG AAAAA M APT, lust pointed. Brand
new couch W & 0 pd. Summer
avalisble. Rent $155rtno. Prkng. pets OK
2917795.
ONE LARGE NINA APT. New snag
rugs Water 6 garbege pd Avallablenow.
Call 293-7756751 S 2nd St 04.
SUNNY STUDIO, nicely furnished berm,
convenient to SJSU 8110 Also 1 berm,
$136 or 2 berm $155 P001 998.2415 or
3214573
FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students with 8 months rental agreement.
Minutes from campus, adult and family
sections. small pets, recreation facilities
2 berm 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from $196 furnisned 3 bdrin *Pis also
svalmbirs Wilde Glen Weet Call 266
1474

"BONNIE & CLYDE" isn’t lust another
.hootrn up In this flick you SEE the
bloodlike Warren Baileys end Faye
Dunaway’ and Come eft this FRIDAY
FLICKS. Apr a, 7 1110PM Morris Dailey
Aud., 50e aim

LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom opts turn 8110, unfurn $120
yew new carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 355S 4th St Call Ben 288E383 or John 3565708

DEMO TTTTTT ORII
RuliBERMAil) PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 404356-9227

SUPER-LARGE 1 berm opts , turnishcid.
cerpening $135. Summer rates $115 419
S 4th St Call 9964819

THE ABSOLUTE LOWEST Priced
grocery store around the campus (Brook
the 7.11 habit) rieedi help Weals Item..
serve a beautiful 594 breakfast. have
games. plants, sandwiches and crafts
Need male or female part-time help 10. 511
these things INfer poplins who like
people Apply in person. SAGE’S. 479 E
Sen Canoe On between 8 10111 3 5 1119
St

DIELUXII FURN, apt for rent $130/mo 4
Mks from campus OUlet. SOO Manager
Apt 53 165 E Reed St SJ

$2 Now Male Grad Student who is
knowledgirebte and converunt "bout
wines and wine making Call lost. ONLY
on weekdays 2817031
CRAFT PAIR*
APRIL 14TH & 15TH
PALO ALTO HIGH SCHOOL
Embarcadero 5 El Camino
Presented by Hidden Novae
T C Village -P A 321-4145
*CRAFTSMEN WANTED

It you otter: Imagination. Competitive spirit,
Determination. Initiative, and Sales interest

tor SherOnl

FABULOUS pieoramic view of city &
bay. 315r.. 2 be . on almost sac Tile A EK
w-big panelled Ism rm wet bar Tile entry, air cond one cpts drps.. soft water.
etc $40.950 Owner 272-0133.

on Tuesday April 10 from 9:00 to completion.

i

B

FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
German. French. & Russian riSCOrdi and
books for sale. Reatonable. Cali 2973890

70 VW IWO, Excellent Condition, New
ores. 22.500 mikes, Extres41400 2533593

.:

CALL FOR INFO (415) 841-8635

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
NS PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT, Ph, 255-5154

124 FIAT SPORT COUPE, ’59. 5 speed.
Excellent condition. good tire.. 73 tags
Call 294-7388, Ask 11,491 Make off sr 17
DATSUN Good snaps Reliable $600
Call Rim 275-9018

*
*
*
Secondbaseman Mark
Kettman leads the Spartans at
the plate with a .365 average
(.500 in PCAA play). He has
seven hits in 14 at bats and
four RBI’s in league play. The
5-font -9 junior batted .292 last

Bob

SJSU netgal Madelaine Gorospe

with Fresno, Tigers

Will be holding employment interviews

16 VW, low miles. compression up. excellent tires. one owner. maintenance
records available 6695 Dr Minium,
Psych Dept , or phone 269-9361

’69 PONCA 4 door, good tires, R & H.
reciining seats. 38 OW mi best offer Call
466-9787 aft 6 Ask for Cathay

year’s PCAA
Gauchos with a 7-2 record.
However. the Santa Barbara
nine has had its trouble this
season. The Gauchos are 0-3 in
league play, losing a three
game set to San Diego State
University two weeks ago.
Because of the scrambled
standing. the Spartans with
their 1-4 mark, still have a
chance at the PCAA crown.
However, they must win
tonight and tomorrow if they
are to be seriously considered
for that title.
*
*
*
Spartan notebook
Senior catcher Bill Hiegel
hasn’t received the publicity
he deserved alter his catching
effort last weekend. The 8tool -2 backstop was behind
the plate all three games
against the 49ers, catching a
total of 37 innings in 27 hours.
As well as calling superb
games for the Spartan pitchers, he saved his club two
runs by blocking the plate
from streaking baserunners.
His first save was in the bottom of the ninth in the 20 inning affair on a nearly perfect
suicide Squeeze bunt that
Gingrich fielded and fired to
Hiegel. The throw was too late
but Hiegel held his ground.
preventing the 49er to score
and prolonged the game 11
more innings.

SJSU netgals split

FROM $811/1110. New rooms scrose the
campus Ke prow, util pi Men at 99 S.
If h, women 275 S 10th St. Many extras
thin must baleen Open daily for Inspirenon. Cell 296-8514, 2954628 Or 2879586.

RAZAI Tengo una cese con 4 cuerlos lie
donne oars renter a 3 offset Chicanes
$50onee y loos Liftmen s Clot 277-2141
NO AND SM, Mae 00Mforteble, quiet
rooms downtown. kit pr ,213-39t0 158
N 5th St
NET HALL, room with kitchen. Moen
quiet scrims from edminietretion
building. 2616472, 2611161 2934514
FOR RENT; 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, $150. 533 South 10th Street
Call 272-0216
ROOM FOR RENT in lrg house
160/month Call 27$-1179 463 Ear St
John 580/Surnmer

STAR MOTORS
375 So. Miirkt:1 St.

Career Planning and Placement Center
Building 0 room 3.

LARGE 1 8 2 berm apts Summer rates
5804120 Owe. Indry flcil, pking.
CLEAN 536 S 8tn St 295-7894

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing. editing (grad & widen Also
Everything for Everybody 3794018

LARGE 2 & 3 Bedroom Furnished Apts..
modem. sir cond. clean, MI5 S. 111h, Call
275-1974.

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
(41$) 9611158

IA’S BOARDING HOME.
Rooms for Rent for girl students Clean,
modern rooms all furnished. and we do
the laundry. Breakfast, lunch and dinner
included and transportation if needed.
Call 2514704.

TYPING
80 North 3rd St Apt. 1423
287-4355
TYPIST-FACT, Accurate. Can editMaster e etc Neer SJSU. Mrs, ’Mania
298-4101

VERY QUIET APTS.
Lgo. rooms-I Sr., furnished,
tiew carpets. 11CreetIon room.
Swim pool 0130,mo
520 S. Ilth M. Ban Jose, Calif.
2514617

TYPING-term papers, etc experienced
end feet Phone 2504674.
PRIVATE TUTORING AU. subjects,
group rate* Taught by quilified teseCtifinl
in your horn* Call 293.1818

HOUSE. 3 Bdrin, 2 both, garage, patio
and lots of parking 811 S. 10th $265/mo..
$250 in summer Phone 295.5286.

STUDENT TYPING
EXPERIENCED CALL 265-2134
Near Meridian & Koch Lane

FOR RENT: Furnished room with kitchen
pm, in East S.J. Reasonable-No util.
984-4505 days or 259-7301 eve*. Betty.

NMI OPENING Apr. 2. LW Angels
Nursery School Open 130 a.m 10 6:30
p.m MornIng-afternOon sessions also
available. 730S 2nd St. Enroll your child
now! Call Betty Lowe 293-5830

LARGE 4 BEDROOM APT. Good
location $1135 498 North 2nd Street, call
294-8580 or 299-5065

PASSPORTS-I, D. PHOTOS
4 for S3 50. One day mimics. 6 a.m.-3 p m.
am, to noon. TINKERBELL
Salt
STUDIO 1040 The Aimed. SJ, Call 28E5882.

SERVICES
TYPING in My North side home.
reasonable Satisf fiction guaranteed.
2612739

IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Natures taking part in making our line of
Wedding Invitations and AccellOries the
most creative end personalized ever
Colorful, flowery proclamations Rich.
originsi nature-photography invitations
Even the creamy, classic traditionals
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING has
a huge selection of truly original accessories and announcements to choose
from-with a very special gift offer to any
CSUSJ student with this ad
TOWN a COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 5 SastogaSunnyvele Rd.
Cupertino, Calif. 95014
Phone 263.1131

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s Reports ’ Dissertations
Mariana Tamberg - 1924 Hartle
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose
TYPING, EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 2444444 AFTER 630.
MARY BRYNER
RENT A TV ON
no contract.
Fres del Free service Call Esche’s 2512599
TYPING -ISM
&electric-Thesis,
reports, general typing, letters. etc
Reasonable rates 263-0895
FOR
HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIIIT
AT 235 E Sante Clete St. 219-41110.

BE A FRIEND to handicepped man Live
free In attractive roorn Girls over 18
plane call 2964306 aft.

TYPING -Reasonable. experienced and
IBM IBM Selectric Call Helen 263-2739
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EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4/14, returning
San Francisco on 4/22. 1 wet, $99 round
trip $106 incl. tax. Also Minneapolis $57
each way. For flight Info,. contact
aicheri 274-4813.

need a copy of the texDESPE
tbook "Spatial Economic Theory" written
by Doan. Leahy. 6, McKee. Will buy or
rent Call Doris 225-1360 Leave mem
sage.

shoot’m

FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Bs
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Repreeantetivs Bill Crawford 1225-7262)
can help you make your GETAWAY. Fly I
at 113 on with TWA Youth paseport & take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD, Call 2257262 for information after 5:00256-6600
for reeervatIons or your local tread agent.

000 is one. Men is one, All religions are
one. 3 reasons to Investigate the OMNI
FAITH, Thur 8 pm Montalvo Rm S U

EASTER

"BONNIE & CLYDE" isn’t lust another
up in MIS flick you SEE the
blood-like Warren Beetty’s and Faye
Dunaway’s and...Come tee the FRIDAY
FLICKS, Apt. 6, 7 IP 10 PM. Morris Dailey
Aud.. 50C adrn.

CSLI/151 people for PHIL HAMMERSchool Board Election Apr. 17, John
Gum, has Burbank. James Watson.
Harriet B H Skapinsky, Faunal finn, Mim
Bloom, Terry Chnstensen. Sybil Weir
WE HOPE YOU’RE VOTING FOR HIM
7001

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. S weeks. $W
inclusive. London departures. Smell.
international group camping travel. Ages
18-30. Also Europe, Africa, Indic 3-11
vrkt Writs Whole Earth Travel. Ltd Box
1497, K.0 Mo. 84141.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MERRYL
LOVE GARY

TRANSPORTATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Fiights internetionel cell Campus Rep. Frannie Morales 256-1196.
EUROPE - I
- AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe. Ruud and Mexico
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student Charter flights, Including Middle
East. and Fer East CONTACT ISCA
11867 San %foment. Bird. 04 L A Cate
90049 TEL (2131 8284689. 826-0966

CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domestic-international programs Contact
Barbara. Student Sereces West Inc 235
E Sent" Clara, a710. 287-8301

10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE. FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
19161451-790S
use ’,2nd St Sacramento CA 95819

LOST & FOUND
LOOT:Girls silver Mei watch Neer
health bldg. Sentimental value. Reward
$5 Call Donne 2934691
LOST: Brown Seiko Watch on 3/27. large
REWARD no questions asked Call Revs
2fl0-9471 after 5 00 Onn,

FIND WHAT YOU NEED
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS
Print Your Ad Here:

(Count *tram 37 ietias and span.

ch 1.nro

Pr int Nan e

Phnnn

*Mr us

Thetio L On% Ono It.,

Nes VI.Ood
Roving
Lord owl None

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
MEXICO
-NIGHTS,
INCL ROUND TRIP
OAYS,
9
AIR-FAIR, HOTEL ALL TRANSFERS
PLUS EXTRAS
Acapulco-5269
Puerta veherts-S229
For Info contact Richard 274-4813 lifter
5 p.m.

35
35

City

Check a Classification
A nr,ourcements
Automot.ve
Syr Sale

FUTURE CPA’S Learn now to prepere for
tne CPA exam. BECKER CPA REVIEW
COURSE Call Collect 415-781-4395.2518446.

ad0
Oar

0 line,

M,n.murn

FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 available flight schedules between
June & Sept to Germany, Amsterdam
England, etc Fah start et 5159 For
flight info call Rickets 274-44513

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plums program and recMve up to
SAO/Monthly BrIrvg student 10 or this ad
bonus with your firel
end receive
donation. HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S AlMeden Ave.. San Jose. CA 294-6535
MONDAY ThiRti FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm

Classified Rates
days

NATURAL Wedding Photography looks
id* people feet Warm Real Like people
In love. Petersen & Bishop Photography
*Los Gatos
354.2513
Wedding
photography for people who care.

POETRY WANTED for anthology. In.
duds ramped envelope Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California Street
Suite 412, Sin Francisco 94104

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates kW includes
gold & white album, 60 color prints of
Your choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NETAATIVIS-Extro lull
color 8 X 10’s St 25 each Staff of 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
Bridal Packet call 257-3161

One
dor

Present Student Body Card For Discount

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights International. call carious rep. Francis Morales 286-1195

PERSONALS

San Jose

Pitrsonvil
Services
Tronslis’le’"

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CAIN TO
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

F

1502 s

den, prior to public spoil
Lreadi.no I
Consticuti
publicei011 dabs only
No refund’ in nann, 11,1 iods
11141:iNE 277 1175
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